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REPORT 1191

ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF TURBULENT WAKES FROM VORTEX STREETS

By ANATOL ROS_XO

SUMMARY

Wake development behind circular cylinders at Reynolds
numbers]from _0 to 10,000 was investigated in a low-speed wind

tunnel. Standard hot-u, ire techniques were used to study the
velocity fluctuation8.

The Reynolds number range off periodic vortex shedding is
divided into two distinct subranges. At R_-_O to 150, called

the stable range, regular vortex streets are ]formed and no turbu-
lent motion is developed. T_e range R=150 to 300 is a

transition range to a regime called the irregular range, in wldch
turbulent velocity fluctuations accompany the periodic]formation

off vortices. The turbulence is initiated by laminar-turbulent
transition in the ]free layers which spring ]from.the separation

points on the cylinder. This transition first occurs in the
range R=150 to 300.

Spectrum and statistical measurements were made to study
the velocity fluctuations. In the stable range the vortices decay
by viscous diffusion. In the irregular range the diffusion is
turbulent and the wake becomes ]fully turbulent in _0 to 50
diameters downstream.

It was ]found that in the stable range the vortez street has a
periodic spanwise structure.

The dependence off shedding.frequency on velocity was success-
.fully used to measure flow velocity.

Measurements in the wake off a ring showed that an annular

vortex street is developed.

INTRODUCTION

It is always difficult to determine precisely the date and
author of a discovery or idea. This seems to be the case

with the periodic phenomena associated with flow about a
c.ylinder. Although the effect of wind in producing vibra-
tions in wires (aeolian tones) had been known for some tim(,,

the first experimental observations are due to Strouhal (,'ef.

1) who showed that the frequency depends on the relative
air velocity and not the elastic properties of the wires. Soon

after, Raylcigh (1879, refs. 2 and 3) performed similar
experiments. His formulation of the Reynolds number
depemlencc demonstrates his remarkable insight into the

problem.
These earliest observations were eom.erned with the rela-

tioJm between vibration fre(lueney and wind velocity. The

l)erio, lie nature of the wake was discovered later, althougll
Leonardo da Vinci ia the fifteenth cent m'y had ah'eady drawu
some rather seem'ale skelelws of tim vortex fi)rmalion in tlw

tlow l)elfiud 1)lull" bodies (ref. 4). l[oweve,', I,eoltardo's

I S,II_,r._'dcn NA('A TN 2'JI3,"()n th,, Ih,vch)lmn'llt of Turl,llh,llt WakL.s From Vorh!x .'4trt,t'l,_" by Anatol lt.oshko, 1953.

drawings show a symmetric row of vortices in the wake.
The first modem pictures showing the alternating arrange-

ment of vortices in the wake were published by Ahlborn in
1902 (ref. 5); his visualization techniques have been used

extensively since then. The importance of this phenomenon,
now known as the K_rm_n vortex street, was pointed out by

Benard (1908, ref. 6).

In 1911 K_rmfin gave his famous theory of the vortex

street (ref. 7), stimulating a widespread and lasting series of
investigations of the subject. For the most part these con-
cerned themselves with experimental comparisons of real

vortex streets with K_rm_n's idealized model, calculations
on the effects of various disturbances and configurations, and

so on. It can hardly be said that any fundamental advance
in the problem has been made since K_trm_in's stability

papers, in which he also clearly outlined the nature of the
phenomenon and the unsolved problems. Outstanding per-

haps is the problem of the periodic vortex-shedding mecha-
nism, for which there is yet no suitable theoretical treatment.

However, the results of the many vortex-street studies,

especially the experimental ones, are very useful for further
progress in the problem. Attention should be drawn to the

work of Fage and his associates (1927, refs. 8 to 10), whose
experimental investigations were conducted at Reynolds

numbers well above the ranges examined by most other
investigators. Their measurements in the wake close behind
a cylinder provide much useful information about the nature

of tbe shedding. More recently Kovasznay (1949, ref. 11)
has conducted a hot-wire investigation of the stable vortex

street (low Reynolds numbem), to which frequent reference
will be made.

Vortex-street patterns which are stable and well defined

for long distances downstream actually occur in only a small
range of cylinder Reynolds numbers, from about R=40 to

150, and it is to this range that most of the attention has
been given. On the other hand, as is well known, periodic

vortex shedding also occurs at higher Reynolds numbers,
up to 10s or more, but the free vortices which move down-

stream are quickly obliterated, by turbulent diffusion, and a
turbulent wake is estalflished.

The present interest in the vortex street is due to some

questions arising from the study of turbulent flow behind

cylin, icrs anti grids. Such studies are usually made at Reyn-
oh{s numbers for which periodic vortex shedding from the
cylinders or grid rods ]night oe('ur. Howevcr, tiw measure-

menls are always taken ,low,_stream fat" euotLgh to insure
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that'the periodic velocity fluctuations are obliterated and

the flow is completely turbulent. There are several
important consequences of this limitation.

First, the energy of the velocity fluctuations is quite low
compared with the energy near the cylinder, and especially

low compared with the dissipation represented by the form
drag. In attaining the developed downstream state there is

evidently not only a rapid redistribution of energy among
the spectral components but also a large dissipation. Sec-

ond, the theories which describe these downstream stages do
not relate the flow to the initial conditions except very loosely

in terms of dimensionless parameters, and it is usually
necessary to determine an origin empirically (e. g., mixing-

length theory or similarity theories).
On the other hand, there is evidence that some features

are permanent, so that they must be determined near the
beginning of the motion. One such feature is the low-wave-

number end of the spectrum which (in the theory of homo-
geneous turbulence) is invariant.

Another is the random element. It has been pointed out

by Dryden (refs. 12 and 13) that in the early stages of the

decay of isotropic turbulence behind grids the bulk of the
turbulent energy lies in a spectral range which is well sp-

A
proximated by the simple function 1_' characteristic

of certain random processes. Liepmann (ref. 14) has sug-
gested that such a random process may be found in the
shedding of vortices from the grids.

In short, there has been no description, other than very

qualitative, of the downstream development of wakes which,
over a wide range of Reynolds number, exhibit a definite

periodicity at the beginning. The measurements reported
here were undertaken to help bridge this gap.

The main results show the downstream development of the

wake, in terms of energy, spectrum, and statistical properties.
This development is quite different in two Reynolds number

ranges, the lower one extending from about 40 to 150 and the
upper, from 300 to 10 _ (and probably 10_), with a transition
range between. The lower range is the region of the classic
vortex street, stable and regular for a long distance down-

stream. The fluctuating energy of the flow has a discrete

spectrum and simply decays downstream without transfer of
energy to other frequencies. Irregular fluctuations are not
developed. In the upper range there is still a predominant

(shedding) frequency in the velocity fluctuations near the

cylinder, and most of the energy is concentrated at this
frequency; however, some irregularity is already developed,
and this corresponds to a continuous spectral distribution of

some of the energy. Downstream, tile discrete energy, at
the shedding frequency, is quickly dissipated or transferred
to other frequencies, so that by 50 diameters tile wake is

(.ompletcly turbulent, and the energy spectrum of the velocity
fluctuations approaches that of isotropic turbulence.

All other features of the periodic shedding anti wake phe-
nomena may bc (.lassiflctl as belonging to one or the other of

the two ranges. This viewpoint allows some systematization

in the study of wake development.

In particular, it is felt the possibilities of the vortex street
are by no means exhausted. A study of the interaction of

periodic fluctuations with a turbulent field seems to be a
fruitful approach to the turbulence problem itself. It is

planned to continue the present work along these lines.
From a more immediately practical viewpoint an under-

standing of the flow close to a bluff cylinder is important in at
least two problems, namely, structural vibrations in members

which themselves shed vortices and structural buffeting
experienced by members placed in the wakes of bluff bodies.

Many of these are most appropriately treated by the statis-
tical methods developed in the theories of turbulence and
other random processes (ref. 15). These methods are easily

extended to include the mixed turbulent-periodic phenomena

associated with problems such as the two mentioned abov2.
The research was conducted at GALCIT under the spon-

sorship and with the financial assistance of the National

Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, as part of a long-range
turbulence study directed by Dr. H. W. Liepmann. His
advice and interest throughout the investigation, as well as

helpful discussions with Dr. :Paco Lagerstrom, are gratefully

acknowledged.
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SYMBOLS

constants

major and minor axis, respectively, of corre-

lation ellipse
drag coefficient

form drag coefficient

outside diameter of ring

cylinder dimension
distance between free vortex layers

diameter of ring-supporting wire
wake energy

components of wake energy due to periodic
fluctuations

dimensionless frequency, n_d2/_

energy spectrum
energy spectra of discrete energy
continuous energy spectrum

output of wave analyzer at setting na

lateral spacing of vortices
initial lateral spacing of vortices
lateral spacing between positions of u',,,
constant

integer
scale

scale corresponding to R_
downstream spacing of vortices

moment, of order k, of probahility density
"absolute" moment of prohahility density

shedding frequency

probability distribution function

prohahility dexmity
area under resI)onsc characteristic
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tangential velocity in vortex

Re)molds number

response characteristic of wave analyzer
Reynolds number based on ring diameter
time correlation function

space correlation function
distance from vortex center

radius of vortex

Strouhal number, based on cylinder dimension,

ntd/Uo
Strouhal number, based on distance between

free vortex layers, nld'/Uo
time scale

time of averaging
time

local mean velocity in x-direction
mean stream velocity

mean velocity at vortex center
components of vel_)city fluctuation

periodic velocity fluctuations, at frequencies
n_ and n2

random velocity fluctuation

peak root-mean-square value of velocity fluc-
tuation

velocity of vortex relative to fluid
reference axes and distance from center of

cylinder

flatness factor of probability distribution,
M,/M/

strength (circulation) of a vortex
Dirac delta function

positive number
distance between two points, measured in

z-direction
- L

n dimensionless frequency, _ n.

Uo x
0 dimensionless "time" in life of vortex, U*

dummy variable

v kinematic viscosity
a value of u

o density

a skewness of probability distribution, M3/M2 3n
r time interval

dimensionless spectrum, UoF,(n)/L

00 half band width of wave analyzer

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Except for the parameters directly related to the shedding
frequency, the quantities measured were essentially those
that are standard in turbulence investigations (cf. refs. 12 to
14). These are briefly reviewed below with some modifica-

tions required to study the periodic features.

aEF_aENCE ax_.q

The origin of axes is taken at the center of the cylinder
(fig. 1); x is measured downstream in the direction of the
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free-stream velocity, z is measured along the axis of the

cylinder, which is perpendicular to the free-stream velocity,
and y is measured in the direction perpendicular to (x, y);
that is, y=O is the center plane of the wake. The free-
stream velocity is U° and the local mean velocity in the

x-direction is U. The fluctuating velocities in the x-, y-, and
z-direction are u, v, and w, respectively. The flow is con-
sidered to be two dimensional; that is, mean values are the

same in all planes z=Constant.

SHEDDING FREQUENCY

The shedding _ frequency is usually expressed in terms of
the dimensionless Strouhal number S=n_d/Uo, where n_ is

the shedding frequency (from one side of the cylinder), d is

the cylinder diameter, and Uo is the free-stream velocity.
The Strouhal number•S may depend on Reynolds number,

geometry., free-stream turbulence level, cylimler roughness,
and so forth. The principal geometrical parameter is the

cylinder shape (for other than circular cylinders, d is an
appropriate dimension). However, cylinder-tunnel con-
figurations must be taken into account, for example, blockage
and end effects. In water-channel experiments surface

effects may have art influence. Usually the geometrical
configuration is fixed, and then S is presented as a function

of Reynolds number R.
Instead of Strouhal number it is sometimes convenient to

use the dimensionless parameter F=nvl_/v, where v is the

kinematic viscosity.
ENERGY

Tile experiments to be described art; concerned mainly

with the velocity fluctuation in tim wake, and especially with
the corresponding energy.

The energy of the velocity fluctuation at a point in the
1

fluid is _ o(u_+_a+W a) t)er unit volume, where (u, r, w) is the

fluctuating velocity and the bar denotes an awwaging (see
the section "Distribution Functions"). In these experi-

ments only the component u was measured, aml the term

"energy" is used to denote the energy in that coml)oncnt

only.
The.energy intensity is defined as Or�l:,)". Since the

mean flow is two dimensional, the intensity does not w_ry in

the z-direction. At any downstream position in t he_ wake it

varies in the y-direction, normal to the wake. The integrtd
of the intensity over at 1)lane normal to the fl'ec st.ream (per

unit sl)an) is called the wake energy I":

z "l'ho term "shoddinlU' is ilSetl throllghr)llt Lhis rel_)rt, fiw e_mvt,niv,,(*; it. is trot rncant

to iml)ly anythit_g abmit tim mechanism of the fortll:ttiolt of [reo vortiet's.
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E ® _t '_ y (1)
The velocity fluctuation in the wake of a shedding cylinder

displays a predominant frequency (as well as harmonics)
which is the shedding frequency. However, except in a

small Reynolds number range, the fluctuation has random
irregularities "superimposed" on it; that is, it is not purely

periodic, in the mathematical sense. However, it is con-
venient to speak of the "periodic" and "random" or turbu-

lent parts of the fluctuation, s The energy may be written

u'=u2+u?+u_ 2 (2)

where u, 2 is that portion of the energy contributed by the
random (turbulent) fluctuation, u_2 is contributed by the
periodic fluctuation at the shedding frequency n_, and

corresponds to twice the shedding frequency n_----2nt. (The
center of the wake feels the influence of vortices from both

sides and n2 is prominent there, at least near the "beginning"

of the wake. Higher harmonics are found to be negligible.)

Equ_.ation (2) is a kind of spectral resolution, in which u__
and u2_ are the energies at the specific frequencies n_ and n2.

This t.__e of resolution is called a discrete, or line, spectrum.
But u, 2 is not a discrete spectral component, for it is the
energy in the turbulent part of the fluctuation and contains

"all" frequencies. It has a continuous frequency distribu-
tion of energy, for which a slightly different definition of
spectrum is appropriate. This is postponed until the follow-

ing section.

Corresponding to equation (2), an equation may be writ-
ten for the wake energy E and its turbulent and periodic

components:
E=E, + E,+ Ea (3)

Of particular interest will be the fraction of discrete energy
(E_+E2)/E at various stages of wake development.

CORRELATION FUNCTIONS; SPECTRUM

Deflnitions.--The time correlation function of the fluctu-

ation u(t) is defined by

R ,( r)=u(t)u(t + T)
(4)

where T is a time interval. The time scale is then defined

by

T----fo®R,dr (5)

The Fourier transform of Rs defines another function

g"F(n)=4 R,(r) cos 2xnrdr (6)

Then, also

f0 a°R,(r)= Fin) cos 2_rnrdr (7)

t A turbulent fluctuation Is an irregular variation, with respect to time, which Is charac-

terized in particular by iLq randomm,_._ a,,,l absence of periodicity (el. ref. 13, |,. 9).

For T=0, equations (4) and (7) give

f0 QaR,(0)---- Fin) dn-= 1 (8)

where Fin) is defined as the energy spectrum; ttiat is, Fin)
dn is the fraction of the energy in the frequency interval n

to n+dn. It is the fraction of energy "per unit frequency,"
as contrasted with the discrete energy spectrum discussed in
the section "Energy."

In studies of isotropic turbulence, at Reynolds numbers
corresponding to those in the present experiments, it is

found that the energy spectrum is well represented by the
form

A
F In)= I +B2n _ (9)

or, what amounts to the same thing, that the correlation
function is of the form

R,(r) =e -x" (10)

If the normalizing factor K----Uo/L is used in equation (I0),

L being a characteristic length, then equation (6) gives

UoF(n) 4
L =1 +4_.2 (L2n2/U2) (lla)

which may be conveniently written in terms of the dimen-
sionless parameters

= UoF(n)/L (12.a)
and

Then

L
:7=_ n (12b)

4
¢= 1-+-(2T _)' (1 lb)

It is clear ftx)m equations (5) and (10) that L is a length
scale related to the time scale by

L= troT 03)

terms of Fin).

function _(n).
n| is

Equation (llb) is used as a convenient reference curve to
compare the measurements reported below.

Periodic functions.--The energy spectrum Fin) is par-
ticularly well suited to turbulent fluctuations, for which

the energy is continuously distributed over the fre-

quencies. For periodic fluctuations the discrete, or line,
spectrum is more appropriate, but in the present "mixed"
case it is convenient to write the discrete energy, also, in

This may be done by using the Dirac delta

Thus the energy at the shedding frequency

that is,

ut_=u_ fo®$(n--n t) dn (14)

F_(,n) =$(n--n,) (15)

Then the mixed turbulent-periodic fluctuations in the wake of
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a shedding cylinder are considered to have an energy spec-

trum which is made up of continuous and discrete parts
(cf. eq. (2) and appendix A) :

"_ fo®F(n) dn='_ fo®F, (n) dn+'ff'_t_fo®F,(n) dn+

f o'F,(n)dn

that is,

F¢n)= F,(n)+_ _(n--nO+_ n(n--n,)
U" 'g"

(16)

(11)

Space correlation function; phase relations.--The cor-
relation function defined in equation (4) describes the time
correlation. Another correlation function which is useful in

the present study is one which relates the velocity fluctua-

tions at two points in the wake, situated on a line parallel
to the cylinder. This is defined by

R,(_) _.:.u,z,t,-,__._t _,,t,_ Lt) (18)
U 2

where _"is the distance between the two points.

spondiug scale is

L,= fo ® R,d_

The corre-

(19)

The function R, should be particularly suited to studying
turbulent development. Close to the cylinder it should

reflect the regularity connected with the periodic shedding,
especially in a regular, stable vortex street, in which there
t/re no turbulent fluctuations. When there are turbulent

fluctuations and, especially, far downstream where there is
no more evidence of periodicity, R, should be typical of a
turbulent fluid; that is, the correlation should be small for

large values of _'.
The function R_ may be obtained by standard techniques

applied to the two signals u(z,t) and u(z+_,t). One well-

known visual method is to apply the signals to the vertical
and horizontal plates, respectively, of an oscilloscope and to

observe the resulting "correlation figures" (or ellipscs) on
the screen (ref. 16). If the signals u(t) are turbulent fluctua-

tions, then the light spot moves irregularly on the screen,
forming a light patch which is elliptic in shape. The correla-
tion function is given by

a2_ b2
R,-a__ (20)

where a and b arc the major and minor axes of the ellipse.

If u(z,t) is a periodic flmction, in both time anti space,

then the CmTclation figure is an elliptical loop (Lissajous
figure) whose major aml minor axes again give R, according

to equation (20). Such a case would exist if the wake had
a spanwisc periodic structure. Then R:(_) wouhl be periodic.
A special case of this is /_'_(_-)= l, as wouhl he expected in a

vortex street, provided the vortex filaments arc stnfight and
t)aralh'l to the (,ylin, ler and do not "wobhh,."

5

DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS

Random functions.--The probability density p(_) of
a random function u_(t) is defined as the probability of

finding u, in the interval (_,_+d_). It may be found by
taking the average of observations made on a large number
(ensemble) of samples of u,(t), all these observations being
made at the same time $. This is called an ensemble aver-

age. If u,(t) is a stationary process, as in the present case,
then appeal is made to the ergodic hypothesis and the en-

semble average is replaced by the time average, obtained by

making a large number of observations on a single sample
of u,(t). The probability density p(_) is the number of

times that u, is found in (_,_h-d_) divided by the total num-
ber of observations made. In practice, time averages are
more convenient than ensemble averages. The averaging

time T, must be large enough so that a statistically significant
number of observations are made. This imposes no hard-
ship; it is sufficient that T, be large compared with the time

scale T. If necessary, the error can be computed.
Experimentally, p(_) may be determined by the principle

illustrated below:

Sketch I.

,!

T,
(21)

5_ (22)
t,=ld_,/dtl

The most elementary application of this principle is a ga'aphi-
cal one using a photographic trace of u_(t). More conven-

iently, electronic counting apparatus is employed (see the
section "Statistical Analyzer").

The statistics of u,(t) arc usually described in terms of
the moments of P(0 and certain functions derived from the
moments. The moment of order k is defined as

_l/_= f?® _'p (_) d$ (23)

Another useful definition is

where N_ is equal to 31,. for even values of k. If P(0 is
symmetrical, then _I_ is 0 for odd values of k but N_ is not.

From the definition of p(_) it follows that .1/0= I-- - I)(_)

l; i will be normalized l)y requiring that 3[,:=I/2, that
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is, the mean-square value u_2-1/2.
Three useful functions derived from the moments are

C N2t/_ M2 _/_
N1 N1 (25)

M_
Skewness a=_t/2s/2 (26)

Flatness M_ (27)
O_ _ "M2 2

Periodic functions. The above definitions may be ex-

tended to the case of a periodic function u_(t). The

probability density can be completely determined from a
single wave length of u_(t) ; that is, it is sufficient to take T,
equal to the period. This complete a priori information is
a basic difference between periodic and random functions. 4

If u_(t) is measured experimentally then t_(_) in equation
(21) can also be measured. If at(t) is given in analytic

form then t_(_) may be calculated from equation (22). Thus
the distribution densities for simple wave shapes are easily

calculated. Table I gives the probability densities and
moments for the triangular wave, sine wave, and square
wave. Also included is the Gaussian probability density,
which is a standard reference for random functions.

The moments of the probability densities of these wave

shapes are shown in figure 2. The moments for the random
function increase much faster than those for the periodic
functions. This results from the fact that the maximum

values of a periodic function are fixed by its amplitude, while
for a random function all values are possible.

f.2

- l
Gaussion.--

,8

N, / Trk:_jula¢,. / ¢
.6

.4

0 2 4 6 8 I0 12
k

FICURE 2.--Amplitude distribution moment.u.

For a periodic function the ergodic principle may not be invoked; the ensemble aver-
al_e and the time average are not the same (unless the members of the en._emble have random

phase differences). It is the time average that is computed here, for comimrison with the
experimental results, which are also time averages.

The probability density of a "function which is partly

periodic and partly random is expected to display the
transition from one type to the other. The tendency toward
the random probability density should be strong. For

instance, random fluctuations in the amplitude of a sine
wave result in a large increase in the higher moments. It

is interesting to study the relation between probability
functions and spectra, particularly the case where most of the

energy is discrete but the fluctuation amplitude is random.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

WIND TUNNEL

The experiments were all made in the GALCIT 20- by
20-inch low-turbulence tunnel (fig. 1). The turbulence level

is about 0.03 percent. The wind velocity" may be varied
from about 50 centimeters per second (1 mile per hour) to

1,200 centimeters per second (25 miles per hour).

CYLINDERS

The cylinders used in the experiments varied in diameter
from 0.0235 to 0.635 centimeter. Music wire or drill rod
was used. The diameter tolerances are about 0.0002 centi-

meter. The cylinders spanned the tunnel so that the length
in all cases was 50 centimeters (20 inches); the cylinders

passed through the walls and were fastened outside the
tunnel.

RINGS

Some studies were made of the flow behind rings. These

were made up of wire. Each ring was supported in the
tunnel by three thin support wires, attached to the ring

circumference at 120 ° intervals. Table II gives the dimer,-

sions of the rings used (where d is the wire diameter, D, the
ring diameter, and d0, the diameter of the support wire).

VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS

Velocities higher than about 400 centimeters per second
were measured with a pitot tube, calibrated against a

standard. The pressures were read on a precision manom-
eter to an accuracy of about 0.002 centimeter of alcohol.

Velocities lower than 400 centimeters per second were

determined from the shedding frequency of a reference
cylinder (0.635 centimeter), as explained in the section "Use
of Shedding Frequency for Velocity Measurements."

Fluctuating velocities were measured with a hot-wire
anemometer (1/20 rail platinum). Only u(t), the fluctuating

velocity in the flow direction, has been measured so far.
The hot-wire was always parallel to the cylinder.

TRAVERSING MECHANISM

The hot-wire was mounted on a micrometer head whicll

allowed it to be traversed normal to the wake amt positioned
to 0.001 centimeter. The head was mounted on a horizontal

lead screw which allowed traversing in the flow direction, in

the center plane of the tunnel. The positioning in this
direction was accurate to about 0.01 centimeter. The hori-

zontal lead screw could be turned through 90 ° to allow
traversing parallel to the cylinder, for correlation or phase
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measurements (see the section "Space correlation function;
phase relations"). For this purpose, a second micrometer
head with hot-wire could be set up in a fixed position along
the line of traverse of the first hot-wire. Then correlations

could be measured between this point and the movable one.

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

The hot-wire output was amplified by an amplifier pro-
vided with compensation up to 10,000 cycles per second.

The amplifier output could be observed on an oscilloscope
screen or measured on a Hewlett-Packard Model 400c vac-

uum-tube voltmeter. Values of u 2were obtained by reading
the root-mean-square voltage on the voltmeter. (This

voltmeter is actually an average-reading meter; it reads
true root-mean-square values only for a sine wave. A few

of the indicated root-mean-square values, for turbulent
velocity fluctuations, were checked against true root-mean-

square values as obtained from the statistical analyzer (see
the section "Statistical Analyzer"); these may differ up to
10 percent, depending on the wave shape, but, at present,

no corrections have been made, since the absolute values
were not of prime interest.) Usually only relative values of

u 2 were required, but absolute values could be determined
by comparing the voltage with that obtained by placing the

hot-wire behind a calibrated grid.
The frequencies of periodic fluctuations were determined

by observing Lissajous figures on the Oscilloscope; that is,

the amplifier output was placed on one set of plates and a

known frequency on the other. This reference frequency
was taken from a Hewlett-Packard Model 202B audio oscil-

lator, which supplied a frequency within 2 percent of that
indicated on the dial.

FREQUENCY ANALYZER

Spectra were measured on a Hewlett-Packard Model 300A
harmonic wa_e analyzer. This analyzer has an adjustabl_
band width from 30 to 145 cycles per second (defined in

appendix A) and a frequency range from 0 to 16,000 ('y('lcs.
The output was computed directly from readings of the volt-

meter on the analyzer. It was not felt practicable to read
output in the frequency range below 40 cycles; therefore,

the continuous spectrum was extrapolated to zero frequency.
To determine the discrete spe('trum in the presence of a

continuous background some care was required. In su(.h
cases the analyzer reading gives thc sum of the discrete
spectral energy and a portion of that in the (.ontimtous

spectrum, the proportions being determined by the response
characteristic of the wave analyzer. The value in the con-

tinuous part was determined by interpolation b(,twe(,n bamls
adjacent to the discrete band and subtract_,d out to give
the discrete value, as outlined in more detail in appendix A.

STATIST|CAL ANALYZER

The statistical analyzer, dcsigm,d to obiain probability

fum'tions, operates on the principle dcs('rib(,d in th(, section

"Distribution Functions;" here u(t) is a voltage signal. A
pulse train (fig. 3) is modulated by u(t) and is then fed into

a discriminator which "fires" only when the input pulses
exceed a certain bias setting, that is, only when u(t)_.
For each such input pulse the discriminator output is a pulse

of constant amplitude. The pulses from the discriminator
are counted by a series of electronic decade counters termi-

nating in a mechanical counter.
The complete analyzer consists of 10 such discriminator-

counter channels, each adjusted to count above a different
value of _. It will be seen that the probability function
obtained is the integral of the probability density described
in the section "Distribution Functions ;" that is,

P(_)=Probability that u(t)>_

It is possible to rewrite the moments (see the section "Dis-

tribution Functions") in terms of p(_), a more convenient
form for calculation with this analyzer. These are also
shown in table I.

....
Turbulence signol

I

Pulse generotor oufpuf

I:! ,:llll__
C)iscriminotor output to counter

I.'mlrR_',3.--I_(,l)r(,scnlativc siglml s(;queucc for statistical analyzer.
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More complete details of the analyzer and computation
methods may be found in references 17 and 18.

RESULTS

SHEDDING FREQUENCY

Since Strouhal's first measurements in 1878 (ref. 1) the

relation between the shedding frequency and the velocity
has been of interest to many investigators. Rayleigh (ref.

2, p. 413) pointed out that the parameter ntd/L_ (now called
the Strouhal number S) should be a function of the Reynolds

number. Since then there have been many measurements of
the relationship (ref. 19, p. 570). One of the latest of these

is the measurement by Kovasznay (ref. 11), whose determina-
tion of S(R) covers the range of R from 0 to 10'. Kovasznay
also made detailed investigations of the vortex-street flow

pattern at low Reynolds numbers. He observed that the
street is developed only at Reynolds numbers above 40 and

that it is stable and regular only at Reynolds numbers
below about 160.

The present measurements of S(R) are given in figures 4 and
5. Except at Reynolds numbers between 150 and 300, the

scatter is small, and the measurements agree with those of

Kovasznay. The large number of cylinder sizes used results

in overlapping ranges of velocity and frequency so that
errors in their measurement should be "smeared" out. It

is believed that the best-fit line is accurate to 1 percent.
The measurements are corrected for tunnel blockage, but

no attempt is made to account for end effects. With the

cylinder sizes used no systematic variations were detected.

NATURE OF VELOCITY FLUCTUATIONS

It was observed, as in Kovasznay's work, that a stable,

regular vortex street is obtained only in the Re)molds number
range from about 40 to 150. The velocity fluctuations in

this range, as detected by a hot-wire, are shown on the
oscillograms in figure 6, for a Reynolds number of 80. These
were taken at two downstream positions, x/d= 6 and 48, and

at several values of y/d. (The relative amplitudes are
correct at each value of x/d, but the oseil]ograms for x/d----48

are to a larger scale than those for x/d=6.) The frequencies
and amplitudes are quite steady; it is quite easy to determine

the frequencies from Lissajous figures (see the section
"Electronic Equipment"), which, of course, are also steady
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FIGuaE 5.----Strouhal number against Reynolds number for circular cylinder.
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FzovE_. 6.--Oscillograms for R= 80 a.d d= 0,158 centimeter.
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Fi.crtE 7.--Simultaneous oscillograms, d=0.158 centimeter; x/d=6; y/d=l; _/d=50.

Another example, at R=t45, is slmwn in fgure 7(a).
(The double signal was obtained for correh;tion studies e,nd

is referred to later in the section "Spanwisc Comqation e.nd
Phase Measurements." The dotted nt_ture of the trace is

due to the method of obtaining two signals on one screen,

using art electronic sw!tch.)
At Reyno](ls numbers between about 150 and 300 tlH_r(,

are irreguhtr bursts in the sigm.l. An cx:'otrplc is shown in
figure 7 (b), at /,'=180 _md x/d=6. The Lursts '_mt irrt,gu-
laritics become more vioh,l_t as /_' int.re:'_ses. It is n_thcr

difficult to deWrmine the frequency. The l,issajous figure
is unsteady because of the irregularity, but, in _(hlition, the

frequency, as well as it can be delcrmim,d, varies a liltle.
This is the reason for the scatter in lhis Reyuohls muuber

range. Two separale plols of S(/{) oblained ill two different

runs an, shown in figur(, 8. Tlwy illuslralc the erratic
behavior of S(1:) it,, this range.

At Reynohls m,mt)_,,_ above ;_()1),signals like tirol in figure

7 (c) were obtained (near Ihe beginnh_g of lhe wake). This
is typical of the wqocily Iluct_mtions up to the higlwst wdue

of A' invcsligaled (about 10,0()0). 'rher[' are irn,gularities,
but the predominant (slwdding) fre(luen.cy is easy to deWr-

mine from a I,issajous figure. 'rhe I,is._tjous figur0 in this
case is not a steady loop, as it is at h'=40 to 150, but neither

is it so capricious as that at R= 150 to 300, and the matching

frequency is quite easily distinguished from the nearby
frequencies.

At x/d-----48, in this range, all traces of the periodicity have
disappeared and the fluctuations are typically turbulent.
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REGULAR AND IRREGULAR VORTEX STREETS

The above observations show that there are three charac-

teristic Reynolds number ranges, within the lower end of the
shedding range. These will be called as follows:

Stable range 40_R_ 150
Transition range 150_R_300

Irregular range 300_ R_ 10,000 _-
As noted above, the actual limits of these ranges are somewhat

in doubt and may depend on configuration, free-stream tur-
bulence, and so forth. Also the upper limit of the irregular

range is undoubtedly higher than 10,000. (Periodic fluctua-
tions in the wake have been observed up to the critical

Reynolds number, about 200,000, but the present measure-
ments did not extend beyond 10,000.)

In addition to the differences in the nature of the velocity

fluctuations, the ranges are characterized by the behavior of
the Strouhal number: In the stable range SIR) is rapidly

rising, in the irregular range it is essentially constant, and
in the transition range it is "unstable."

It will be seen in the further results presented below that

all phases of the wake development are different in the two
ranges, stable and irregular, and that they are indeed two
different regimes of periodic wake phenomena.

RELATION OF SHEDDING FREQUENCY TO DRAG

The relation between the Strouhal number SIR) and the

drag coefficient CD(R) has often been noted (ref. 19, p. 421).
Roughly, rising values of SIR) are accompanied by falling
values of CD(R) and vice versa.

The relation to the form drag is even more interesting. The

total drag of a cylinder is the sum of two contributions: The
skin friction and the normal pressure. At Reynolds numbers

in the.shedding range the skin-friction drag is "dissipated"
mainly in the cylinder boundary layer, while the pressure

drag (or form drag) is dissipated in the wake. It may,
then, be more significant to relate the shedding frequency
to the form drag, both of which are separation phenomena.
The R-dependence of the pressure drag coefficient CDp,
taken from reference 19, page 425, is shown in figure 5. It

has several interesting features:

(a) Cvp is practically constant, at the value CDp= 1.
(b) The minimum point A is at a value of R close to that

at which vortex shedding starts.

(c) The maximum point B is in the transition range.
(d) In the irregular range C_)p(R) is almost a "mirror re-

flection" of SIR).

Since the drag coefficient is an "integrated" phenomenon,

it is not expected to display so sharply detailed a dependence
on R as does the Strouha| mmlber, but these a_mlogous varia-

tions are believed to bc closely related to the position of the

boundary-layer separation point, to which both the shedding
frequency and the pressure drag are quite sensitive.

USE OF' SHEDDIN(; FEE(_UENCY FOR VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS

The remarkal)h' (|el)endcncc of the siw(lding frequency on

the v(,locity and the I)ossibility of _c('ul'at{,ly measuring SIR)

11

make it possible to determine flow velocities from frequency
measurements in the wake of a cylinder immersed in the flow.
At normal velocities the accuracy is as good as that obtain-
able with a conventional manometer, while at velocities

below about 400 centimeters per second it is much better.

(For instance, at a velocity of 50 centimeters per second the
manometer reading is only about 0.001 centimeter of alco-
hol.) In fact, in determining SIR) in the present experi-

ments, this method was used to measure the low velocities by
measuring the shedding frequency at a second reference cyl-
inder of large diameter. The self-consistency of this method

and the agreement with Kovasznay's results are shown in

figure 4.
For velocity measurements it is convenient to plot the

frequency-velocity relation in terms of the dimensionless

parameter F (see the section "Shedding Frequency") as has
been done in figures 9 and 10. The points on these plots
were taken from the best-fit line in figure 4. They are well

fitted by straight lines

(la_ F----0.212R--4.5
(lb) F----0.212R--2.7

which correspond to

(2a) S=0.212 (1--21.2/R)

(2b) S----0.212 (1--12.7/R)

50_R_150

300_R_2,000

50_R_150

300_R,(2,000

Line (2b) has been plotted in figure 4 to compare with what
is considered the best-fit line. The agreement is better than

1 percent. If line (2b) is extended up to R---- 10,000, the maxi-
mum error, relative to the best-fit line, is 4 percent.
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FZ¢;URE 10.--Plot of F against R (50<R<2,000).

The plot of F(R) is used as foUows: The shedding frequency
is observed and F= nzd2/v is calculated (v is easily determined) ;
R is found on the F(R) plot and the velocity is calculated

from R= Uod/v.

WAKE ENERGY

From the velocity traces on the oscilloscope (figs. 6 and 7)
it is clear that in the regular range the fluctuating velocity
rl(t) is purely periodic, while in the irregular range some of
the fluctuations are random. This difference is illustrated

in figure 11 which shows the distribution of energy intensity

(u/t'o) 2across the wake at two Reynolds numbers, one in the
regular range, at R= 150, and one in the irregular range, at

R= 500. Only half the wake is shown for each case; the one
at R= 150 is plotted on the left side of the figure and the one

for R----500 on the right.
The total energy intensity (u/Uo) 2 at each point was de-

termined directly from the reading on the root-mean-square

voltmeter (see the section "Electronic Equipment"). The
components_at the frequencies n_ and n_ were determined
by passing the signal through the wave analyzer. The curves

in each half of figure 11 satisfy the equalities

,, y_,_( y
Uo} \Uo/ -\U./

("o} --\U°] \(7°/ \Uo}

R=I50

R = 500

The valu(:s of (ult:of, (u, lUo) 2, and (u2/Uof were obtained
t)v measurement (and at R----150 are self-consistent) while

(u,/(;,) "_was obtained by difference. The absolute values in-
dicated are somwhat in doubt since the vacuum-tube volt-

meter is not a true root-mean-square meter but are believe(I
ac('urate to about l0 percent.

The particular feature illustrated in figure I I (already ob-
vious from the oscillographs) is the absence of turbulent

em,rgy at R= 150 as contrasted with the early appearance of
turbulent energy at ]¢=500. This contrast is typical of the
regular aml irregular ranges.

Th(, measurements shown were ms(it at 6 diameters down-

stream, but the same f(,atures exist ('loser to the ('ylimh,r.

.032

i (o)
.028

.024

.020u= /

o,, i
.012

.008

.004
j(

5.0 2.5 2.0

I"

/

iu,_2.

\
J

I

1.0 .5 0 .5 1.0 1.5 2-0 2.5

y/o

(a) R= 150.

(b) R= 500.

Fzo_R$ ll.--Wake energy, d=0.190 centimeter; x/d=6.

DOWNSTREAM WAKE DEVELOPMENT

The downstream development for the case of figure 11

(but R----500 only) is shown in figure 12. The distribution of
total energy intensity (U/Uo) 2 is shown on the left of the

figure and the discrete energy intensity (u_/U,) 2, at the shed-
ding frequency, is shown on the right. Traverses were
made at 6, 12, 24, and 48 diameters downstream. The

discrete energy decays quite rapidly and is no longer measur-
able at 48 diameters. (Note that the plot of "(u,/U°) _ at 24

diameters is shown magnified 10 times, for clarity.) A plot of

has not been included since it can no longer be
measured at even 12 diameters. The distribution of (uJU°_ 2

may be obtained from these curves by difference.
Figure 13 presents the downstream wake development in

another way. The wake energy E was calculated by integra-

tion of curves like those in figure 12 (of. the section "En-

ergy") ; that is,

Figure 13 is a plot of the energy ratio (E,+E_)/E, that is, the
ratio of the discrete energy relative to the total energy.

In the irregular range the energies were compute(l in this
way at R=500 and 4,000 (two cylin(ler sizes in each (,as(,)

and R=2,900 (one cylinder). Figure 13 shows that the
de('ay in all these cases is similar and the wake is ,'omptetely
turbulent at 40 to 50 diameters.

The value of x/d for which E,/E becom(_ zero was deter-

mined for a variety of cylinders, varying in size front 0.06

to 1.3 centimeters and at. Reynohls numbers from 200 to
10,000. The value was found to lie I)etween 40 and 50 in all

cases, but (,loser to 40. A precise determination is difficult

(and not important) because of the asymptoti(' approach of
E,/E to zero (/;2 is already zero at les:_ than 12 (liameters).

In contra._t with this, the stal)h, range (/,'=50 and 100 in
fig. 13) liltsno develOl)lUcnt of t.ilrl)uh,nce before 50 dianlet(:rs.

The plots for h'= 150 and 200 ilh,strat(, the rather Sl)[_ct.vul.r
transitiolt from the stabh, range to the im'egi,htr.
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Curve for z/d=24 magnified 10 times for clarity.

FmURE 12.--Wake development, d=0.190 cevtimeter; R=500.
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FiGuRe 13.--Decay of discrete energy.

For R=50 and 100 the energy ratio remained constant at
unity up to x/d=100. Beyond that the energy intensity
is so low that the tunnel turbulence cannot be negle(:ted.

MEASUREMENTS OF SPECTRUM

Figure 14 shows spectrum measurements at 6, 12, 24, and

48 diameters downstream at a Reynolds number of ,500,
in the irregular range. The lateral position y/d chosen for
the measurement at each x/d is the one for which (u=//-_) = is a

maximum (of. fig. 12). The method of plotting is as follows•
The curve through the experimental points is the continuous
spectrum' F,(n), plotted in normalized coordinates. The

discrete energies F_=_(n--nO and F2=a(u--n2) arc indicated
t)y narrow "bands" which shouhl have zero width and infinite

height but are left "open" in the figure. The relative

energies represented by the areas under the continuous curw_
and under the delta fun('tions, rcspe('tively, arc marked in
the figure with values of u,Z/u _aml u(_/u z, wz_/uL

u2

4

= 0.5

\_q_ x ==. ¥ = 1.7 o

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 t.2 1.4

FtouE_. 14.--Downstream development of spectrum, d=0.190

centimeter; R = 500; n= = 440.

To normalize the continuous spectrum the dimensionless

parameters _o= F,(n) and n=_. n are used. In each case

4
the" curve _= 1+ (2ry) _ is included for reference. The nor-
maliziug coefficient L was determined as follows:

(a) F,(0) was found by extrapolation of the measured
values to n=0.

(b) F_(0) and the other values of F_(n) were normalized
to make fF(n)dn=l.

U, F,(0)=4.
(c) L was found from _-

In short, the measured curve and the reference curve were

made to agree in _,(0) and in area. This requirement deter-
mines L.

In these coordinates the shedding frequency shows an ap-
parent increase downstream; this is because the normalizing

parameterL increases. For x/d=48 the shedding frequen(,y
(i. e, n_) is marked with a dash; it contains no discrcte energy
at tiffs value of x/d.

The "humps" in the continuous spectrum, near n_ and

n._, indicate a feeding of energy from the discrete to the
continuous spectrum. The portion of the spectm_m near

n=0, which is cstal)lished early and which ('ontains a large
part of the turbulent energy, seems to 1)e unrelatc.d to the
shedding fre(lucn('y (of. fig. 15). As the wake dew,lops the

energy in the humps is rapidly rcdistriht_tc(I (i)art of it
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Fzc.usz ]5.--Downstream development of spectrum, d=0.953
centimeter; R=4,000: nt= 144.

decays) to smooth the spectrum, which, in the full)" de-

veloped turbulent wake at 48 diameters, tends toward the
4

characteristic curve _o----i __-(_f_)).

In figlrre 16 the spectrum for xfi/=12 and y/d=.O.8 is

plotted together with the one at y/d=O. The curves are sim-

ilar at low frequencies (large eddies) and at high frequencies;

they differ only in the neighborhood of the discrete band.

(The slight discrepancy in n, between this figure and fig. 14

is due to the fact that they were measured at two different

times, when the kinematic viscosity _ differed. This re-

suited in different values of n_ at the same h'.)

A similar downstream development is shown in figure 15

for R=4,000. Here the speetrunl at _/d=6 is snmother than

that in the previous example (fig. 14). This effe('t may be

due, not so much to the higher Reynohls numl)er as to the

fact that the shedding frequ|,ncy is ('loser to the low frequen-

,'i(_s; that is, the shedding frc(itwncy is "eml)edded" in the

low-freque|u'y turbulent l)and. It seems to result, at 48

d iamet(q_, in a nmch clos_,r approa('h to the reference curw,.

Figure 17 shows the spectra at 48 (lianwteT_ for three

('vlimh,rs and sew,rid values of y/d. It is renmrkal)le that

/2=4,000, d=0.477 (.entimet(,r a,,,q'(,es 1)etter with h'=500,

d=O.190 ('entimetrr than with l?=4.i)l)O, d=0.953 centi-

meter. This s(,ems to I)ear out the al)ovc remark at)out tim

rl,lativ(, inlhlen('e of /l' an.(i it], for the respective shed(ling

fl'lqplcn('i('s I1,1"1* ,_{i,_, 440, lllld 144.

I
I
I
I

i
q

4"

------Reference curve (p : 1÷_2_rv/.2()

ur2
o Y : 0, : 0.96;--£

o _':0.8, _ :0.5u2

, q ;i = '
! i :

, : i 1I
! '

0 2 .4 6 8 i .0 t .2 i .4
_7

FII:t'RE Ifi.--Sl_ctra at 12 dia.metel_, d =0.190 t.entinleter: R=500;
nt= 430.

i

Finally it may be noted that values of u/, which in figure

I I were obt, ained by difference, check well with the values

computed from u,'_=fF,(n)dn (before normalization of

Fr(_l,)).

Spectra for the regular range are not presented, for they

are simple discrete spectra.

aPANWIaZ CORRELATION AND I_HASE MEASUREMENTS

The function R, was not measured, but the main features

of the spanwise correlation _ are illustrated in figures 7 and 18.

Figure 7 shows three examples, in each of which simuha-

neous signals were ohtaiued from two hot-wires at x/d=6

and y/d=l and separated by 50 diameters spanwise. The

two signals were obtained simultaneously on the oscilloscope

screen by means of an elcclronic switch. This accounts for

the dot ted traces.

At R= 145 (fig. 7 (a)) the correlation is perfect, but there

is a phase shift. At R=I80 (fig. 7 (b)) the ('orrelation is

still good. l)ut the individual signals occasionally break

I In lh_ i_tl_lillder Of tll_ _-¢'tion tt distillclioll i_ Ill:Wit' I_ctwt't'll tilt" terms "corrt'latioll

fllllCtioIl" llnd "'eorrvlation." The former rtffcr_ to the funclion dt, l_llt!d ill the ,_l,[*tiOll

"'8llq_ _rl_hltiolt (llllCtion; |)h;l_ r_q;lliolls." while the latter is u_q| in :t h)o_,r, dr.scrip-

tire S_'rl.,;e.
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4
------Reference curve (p-_

0 o
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FIGURE 17.--Spectra at 48 diameters.

(o) R : 80; (b) R =220; (c) R =220;
_/d= I00. _/d= I0. _Id= 105.

(d) R =500; (e) R =500; If) R= 500;
_/d =3. Cld =10. Cld = I05.

L-84891

l"mvn_: 18.--Correlat, iotL figures, d=0.158 centimeter;x/d=6; y/d= I;

expo.mlr(;,_._,_econ(|.

(Iown. The I)reak(Iowns arc ,nco,'rel,_te(I at. this (listance of

50 (liameters. At R=500 (fig. 7 09) each signal still shows

a predominant frequency. Ther(' is some variation in 1)llase
between tile two signals. The amplitude irregularities

appear to be uncorrelate(I.

Figure 18 shows the correlation figures obtained by plac-
ing the signals of the two hot-wires on the horizontal and
vertical plates, respectively, of the oscilloscope.

For R----80 and _'/d----100 a steady Lissajous figure is
obtained, showing that the periodic fluctuations at the two

points (100 diameters apart) are perfectly correlated (but
they are not in phase).

For R=220 and 500 there is good correlation only at small
values of _/d, that ig, only when the two hot-wires are in the

same "eddy," so to speak. For R=500 the figures are
similar to those obtained in fully developed turbulence.

In obtaining these correlations a remarkable phenomenon
wa s observed. The stable vortex street (i. e., R<150) has

a periodic spanwise structure. This was shown by a phase
shift on the Lissajous figure, as the movable hot-wire was

traversed parallel to the cylinder. From the phase coinci-
dences observed, the wave length parallel to the cylinder

was about 18 diameters at a Reynolds number of 80. It has
not been determined whether this periodicity structure is
due to a "waviness" in the vortex filaments or whether the

vortex filaments are straight but inclined to the cylinder
axis.

STATISTICALMEASUREMENTS

A few amplitude distribution functions were measured
and are shown in figure 19. One measurement is-in the

stable range; the other shows downstream development in
the irregular range.

I._ i i i i i

R x/d V/o'_ c
o I00 6 1.3 0.08 I.LJ5

,-- o 500 6 .6 .49 1.20 2.37"
I£ _ =...._-- O 500 12 .75 .35 1.21 2.58

" 500 24 1.6 .44 1.23 2.90

p(_).8 "_1_ -- v 500 48 2.5 .67 1.24 3.13_, --0.5 (I-+ erf _) 0 1.25 3.0

,=_,---o.5-_1¢_- o _._56 _.s

.4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0

.2

O
2.0 1.6 12 .8 .4 0

l,'u:un.r_ 19.--l)istributiott fuuetions, d=O. 190 centimeter.

Th(' tal)le in figure 19 shows values of c and a computed
from these cmwes. The l)ehavior, of coul,_e, is as expected,
lint tile mlmerieal values are of some interest. These values

(and the curves) show that at R----100 the signal was prac-

tically triangular I)ut had rounded "tops." At R=500 the
downstreanl development of randomness is show_ by the

tcndeu('y of c and a toward the Gaussian values.
The distribution is in fact not Gaussian, as may be'seel_

in the figure, for its skewness a is quite high.

VORTE_ RINGS

The flow 1)ehind wire rings was brL, lly i_vestigated. Th,,

dimeusions of the rings used art, given in table II.
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With the rings of diameter ratio Did= 10 vortices are shed

from the wire in almost the same way as from the straight
wire, and there is apparently an annular vortex street for
some distance downstream. The Strouhal number, meas-

ured from R=70 to 500, is lower than that for the straight
wire (about 3 percent at R=500 and 6 percent at R----100).

Fluctuating velocity amplitudes were measured in the
wake at several downstream positions. The results for the

largest ring, measured along a diameter, are shown in figure

20. It should be noted that _ rather than the energy

has been plotted here (cf. fig. 11); only relative values were

computed. Close behind the cylinder the wake behind
the wire on each side of the ring is similar to that behind the
straight wire, but the inside peaks are lower than the outside

peaks. This may be partly due to the interference of the
hot-wire probe, for a similar effect, much less pronounced,
was noticed in the measurements behind a straight wire.

Farther downstream there was some indication of strong
interaction between the vortices, for a peak could not be

followed "smoothly" downstream. However, the investi-

gations were not continued far enough to reach conclusive
results. At about 40 diameters downstream the flow became
unstable.

,f7
Uo

@

b
O _= X I5, _- -_-

X

I l 0 _ l 2 5

1.2 1.0 .8 .6 1.2.4 .2 0
y/O

.2 .4 .6 .8 IO

FzGuaE 20.--Shedding from a ring. d=0.168 cmflimeter; D=1.59

centimeters; R= 100; n1=84.

The ring with D/d=5 behaved somewhat differently.
The ohservc.d frequeneit,s gave values of Strouhal number as
shown in table III. TIw table shows values of S and R

based on the wire (tiametcr, as well as vahws of So and RD
base(l oa ring (liameter. Between ]2----15:} and 182 there, is
a sudden increase in S, an(l at higher Rcynohls numbers, in

what corresponds to the irregular range, the sllcdding is

similar to that from a straight wire, while in the stable range

the shedding is at a much lower frequen('y. From the
observations made it seems likely tllat in the stat)le range the

ring a_.ts like a disk, siwd(ling the vortex loops ot)serve(l by
Stanton and Marshall (r(,f. 18, p. 578, and rcf. 20). Stanton
and Marshall do not give their frequcncy-w,locity observa-

tions except at the critical Ro, where shedding tirst starts.

They observed this to be at about RD=200, with a corre-
sponding So of 0.12.

Again, these experiments were too incomplete to warrant

definite conclusions, but the difference in behavior for D/d= 10
and D/d= 5 is interesting. This behavior is similar to that

observed by Spivack (ref. 21) in his investigation of the
frequencies in the wake of a pair of cylinders which were

separated, normal to the flow, by a gap. He found that
when the gap was just smaller than 1 diameter instability
occurred. For larger gaps the cylinders behaved like indi-

vidual bodies, while for smaller gaps the main frequencies
were, roughly I those corresponding to a single bluff body of

dimension equal to that of the combined pair, including the

gap.
DISCUSSION

The most significant results of this investigation may be
discussed in terms of the Reynolds number ranges defined
in the section "Regular and Irregular Vortex Streets,"

namely, the stable range from R----40 to 150, the transition

range from R----150 to 300, and the irregular range above
R----300.

STABILITY

The transition range from R----150 to 300 displays the
characteristics of a laminar-turbulent transition, and it is

instructive to compare the stability of the flow around the
cylinder with boundary-layer stability. The flow in the

irregular range has turbulent characteristics, while in the
stable range it is essentially viscous.

The Reynolds number regimes may be described as follows:

Below R----40 the flow around the cylinder is a symmetric,
viscous configuration, with a pair of standing vortices he-

hind the cylinder. At about R=40 this symmetric configu-
ration becomes unstable. It changes to a new, stable con-

figuration which consists of alternate periodic breaking away
of the vortices and formation of a regular vortex street. The
change at R=40 is not a laminar-turbulent instability;
it divides two different ranges of stable, viscous flow. In

either range, disturbances to the stable configuration will

be (lamped out.
On the other hand, the transition range from R= 150 to 300

involves a laminar-turbulent transition. To understaml

how this transition is related to tim vortex shed(ling, it is

necessary to know something about the formation of the

vortices. Involved in this formation is the circulating
motion behind the cylinder as shown in the following sketch.
A free vortex layer (the separated bouudary layer) springs

from each separation point on the cylinder. This fr(,c layer
and the ba[.kflow behin(l the cylind(,r (,stablish a cir('tflalion

from which Iluid "breaks away" at regular inWrvals.

r Turbulent ...........

Sheor ,oyer _ Lominor ........ "_._.__

- ",c2/>
Skcl ch 2.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF TURBULENT

The laminar-turbulent transition is believed to occur

always in the free vortex layer; that is, the circulating fluid

becomes turbulent before it breaks away. Then each vortex
passing downstream is composed of turbulent fluid.

The point in the free vortex layer at which the transition
occurs will depend on the Reynolds number. This transition

was actually observed by Schiller and Linke (ref. 18, p. 555,
and ref. 22) whose measurements were made at cylinder
Reynolds numbers from 3,500 to 8,500. The distance to the

transition point, measured from the separation point, de-
creased from 1.4 diameters to 0.7 diameter, and for a given

Re)molds number these distances decreased when the free-
stream turbulence was increased. Dryden (ref. 23) observed
that at some value of R, depending on free-stream turbulence

and so forth, the transition point in the layer actually reaches
the separation point on the cylinder. Transition then re-

mains fixed and vortex shedding continues, essentially
unchanged, up to Reynolds numbers above 100,000, that is,
up to the value of R for which transition begins in the cylinder

boundary layer ahead of the separation point. It is quite
likely that even above this critical value of R the phenome-

non is essentially unchanged, but now the vortex layers are
much nearer together and the vortices are diffused in a much
shorter downstream distance.

In summary, vortex formation in the stable range occurs
without laminar-turbulent transition. The circulating fuid

breaks away periodically, and alternately from the two sides,
forming free "viscous" vortices which move downstream

and arrange themselves in the familiar vortex street. In
the irregular range transition occurs in the circulating fluid
before it breaks away, and the vortices are composed of

turbulent fluid. The transition range corresponds to the
similar range in boundary-layer stability, and it displays a

similar intermittency. The values R---150 and 300 used to
define the range are expected to be different in other experi-

ments, depending on wind-tunnel turbulence, cylinder
roughness, and so forth.

SHEDDING FREQUENCY

The Strouhal number and Reynolds number dependence
is different in the two ranges. In the stable range SIR) is

rapidly rising, while in the irregular range it is practically
constant.

Fage and Johansen, who investigated the structure of the
free vortex layers springing from the separation points on

various bluff cylinders (ref. 9), made an interesting observa-
tion on the relation of the shedding frequency to the distance
between the vortex layers. This distance increases as the

cylinder becomes more bluff, while the shedding frequency
decreases. In fact, if a new Strouhal number S' is defined in
terms of the distance d" between the free vortex layers

(instead of tim cylinder dimension d), then a universal
value S'_0.28 is obtained for a variety of (bluff) cylinder

shapes. The measurements of refercnec 9 were made. at
R----20,000, but it is believed that the similarity (,xists o_(_r

the whole irregular range. It does not extend to the stable

range. To check this point tim shedding frequency was
measured in the wake of a half cylinder placed with the flat
face broadside to the flow. It was found that S(/:) was
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rising for Reynolds numbers below 300 and then became
practically constant at the value S-----0.140. For a similar
case, at R=20,000, Fage and Johansen found S----0.143.

The universality of the constant S' is useful in systematiz-
ing the shedding phenomena (at least in the irregular range).

It indicates that when the circulating fluid behind the cyl-
inder is turbulent then the formation of free vortices is

similar for a variety of bluff- shapes and over a wide range
of Reynolds nttmbers.

Finally, the relation between Strouhal number and form

drag c()efficient has been mentioned in the section "Relation
of Shedding Frequency to Drag." In the irregular range

the slight variations in SIR) reflect slight variations of C.p
and so, probably, of the separation point. However, con-

stancy of C_ e is not enough to insure a fixed separation point.

For instance, CD_, remains practically constant down to
Reynolds numbers below the shedding range, but the separa-
tion point there is farther back than it is at higher Reynolds

numbers. It would seem worth while, and fairly easy, to
measure the position of separation as a function of Reynolds

number over the whole shedding range, that is, to complete
the data available in the literature.

DOWNSTREAM DEVELOPMENT

The way in which the wake develops downstream is quite
different in the stable and irregular ranges.

When the circulating fluid breaks away before the occur-

rence of transition in the free vortex layers (i. e., below
R----150), then the free vortices which are formed are the

typical viscous vortices. There is no further possibility
for the fluid in them to become turbulent. The vortices

simply decay by viscous diffusion as they move downstream
(see the section "Spread of Vortex Street" in appendL_ B).

When turbulent transition does occur, then the vortices

which are formed consist of turbulent fluid. They diffuse

rapidly as they move downstream and are soon obliterated,
so that no evidence of the shedding frequency remains. This
development to a ('omph, tely turbu](,nt, wake takes place in
less than 50 diameters. In terms of the decay of the discrete

energy (fig. 13), tim development is roughly the same for
Reynolds numbers from 300 to I0,000. This again indicates

a remarkable similarity over the whole irregular range.
The stabh, and irregular ranges are also eharaeterized by

the difference in the energy spectra of the velocity fluctua-
tions. It has be_,n pointed out that in the irr(,gular range a

continuous, or turbuh, nt, part of tim sp_,(.trum is established
at the beginning of tlw wake development. This turbulence
is a r(,sult, of the transition in th(_ fr(,_, vortex layel.,s and might

bc expc('ted to be ind_li_,ndent, (at first) of the periodi(" part
of tim fluctuation, whidl results from the. periodic shedding.

Inde(,d, most of the em,rgy at tlrst is con(,cntrated at the
shl'dding frequcn(.y 7_1(solne at, n:), and il, may be represenl,cd

as a discrele (delta flilu'l ion) part of lhe Sllc(,lriun , within the

lt('.¢llral'y of lhe int,itsurlqill,nis (l!f. alilil,ndix A). lhiwcver,
l lw <'oiilililiOils lliid d is<,r_,l_,imrls llrl, hi)l, i,lil,h'l,ly independ-

ent, as showli t)y lhe bluliliS imiu" #l,i itlld ll,_ (lig. 14). This
inay tm rl,gni'de(l lis ii r(,su]l of (,nl,l'g.v "fei,dhlg" from Ihe
di._vi'i,tt_ 1o Ihe (.oniinil(lils lllii'l_ of ihe ,_ll(,_qrilln, and it

lii'o(.(,(,ds in li wily whh.h l(,llds Io ,_lnlitllh Ilic SiiI'I;I rlllli. Such
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transfer of energy between spectral bands is a process de-

pending on the nonlinear terms of the equations of motion.
The "activity" in the spectrum, at any stage of its develop-

ment, may be regarded as an equilibrium between the
nonlinear and the viscous terms. It is an important problem
in the theory of isotropic turbulence.

The spectral activity near the frequency of discrete energy
might be looked upon as a simplified case in which a single

band has an excess of energy and the spectral energy flow is
unidirectional, that is, out of it into the adjacent bands.

However, the nonhomogeneous character of the field involved
(the wake) reduces the simplicity, for it is necessary to take

account of energy transfer across the wake. One interesting
possibility is to superimpose a homogeneous (isotropic)

turbulent field, by means of a screen ahead of the shedding
cylinder, and to study the effect of this field on the spectral

activity near the discrete band. Although the wake will still
introduce nonhomogeneity (not even counting the periodic

part of the motion), it may be possible to arrange the relative
magnitudes to give significant results from the simplified
model.

To study such problems the technique for measuring the

spectrum (appendix A) near the frequency of discrete energy

will be improved.
To summarize, it is suggested that the initial development

of the spectrum might be regarded as follows: The continu-
ous and the discrete parts are established independently, the

one by the transition in the vortex layers and the other by
the periodic shedding. The turbulence due to the transition

is the "primary" turbulent field and its spectrum is the
typical, continuous (turbulent) spectrum. (It has been noted
in the section "Measurements of Spectrum" that the low-

frequency end of the spectrum is established early; it would
contain only energy of the primary field2) The discrete part

of the spectrum is embedded in the turbulent part, and it

thereby is-"excited" into spectral transfer. Some of its
energy is transferred to the adjacent frequency bands result-
ing, initially, in the development of bumps in the continuous

spectrum. Subsequently, as the spectral transfer proceeds,
the spectrum becomes smooth.

Tile above discussion is an abstract way of saying that the

vortices are dill'used by a turbulent fluid (instead of a viscous
one). The diffusion involves the nonlinear processes typical
of turbulence; the study of these processes, in terms of

spectrum, is an important problem.
There is a similar case of turbulent, periodic structure in

the flow field between two cylinders, one of which rotates.
Taylor's discovery of the periodic structure of the tlow is
well known (ref. 24). When the inner cylinder rotates, it

is possible to obtain a steady, regvlar arrangement of ring
vortices, enclosing the inner cylinder, and having, all eruately,

opposite directions of circulation. Above a critical value of

I In the theory of honl,l_cn_tllS tllrblllcll_! it is shown IIlil| tlw low-frlqlll,,tlt'y end of

the Slwctru,n i._ invuriu,|t, _t proporty relttted to th,, I,oitsiltrlski invari:ml.

the speed of rotation this laminar, periodic structure or,-
comes unstable and the fluid becomes turbulent, but alternate

ring-shaped vortices still exist at speeds several hundred
times the critical speed (ref. 25).

STATISTICS

The probability distribution functions (fig. 19) display the
characteristics which are expected, from the other observa-
tions. The contrast between the functions at R=100 and

R---- 500, that is, in the stable and irregular ranges, respectively,
is quite evident. In the irregular range, even at x/d=6,

where most of the energy is discrete, there is a marked
irregularity in the fluctuation, as shown by the high value of a.

However, these descriptions are little better than qualita-

tive, and it is hoped to obtain more interesting results by
extending these statistical methods. Of particular interest
in the development of random from periodic motion would

be the relation between the probability distributions and the

the spectra. For instance, it is plain that a purely periodic
function (discrete spectrum) will have a probability dis-
tribution with finite cutoff, while development of random

irregularities in the function's amplitude is strongly re-
flected in (1) a "spreading" of the distribution function to

higher values of l/ and (2) the appearance of a continuous
spectrum. However, the relation between the two is not
unique; that is, the spectrum does not give (complete)

information about the probability distribution, and vice
versa.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS

Some further lines of investigation indicated by these
experiments are summarized below.

(a) The transition from the stable to the irregular range

should be investigated with controlled disturbances, for

example, cylinder roughness and free-stream turbulence.
It is expected that the limits of the transition range (roughly
R= 150 to 300 for the experimental conditions here) will be

lower for higher free-stream turbulence or cylinder roughness.
The critical cylinder Reynolds numbers should be related to
corresponding numbers for the transition point in the free

vortex layers (based on distance from separation point or on
the thickness of the layer).

Such stl,dies of stability to different disturbance amplitudes

and frequencies are well known in the case of the boondary
layer. A variation of the experiments of Schubauer and

Skramstad (ref. 26), who used an oscillating wire in the
boundal T layer to produce disturbances of definite fre-

quencies, would be to use a second shedding cylinder'.
(b) A study of the spectral development in the neighbor-

hood of a discrete band, the effect of a turbulent fieht on its

activity, and so forth (discussed in the section "Downstream
Development") may be the most" fruitful continuation of
these experiments. So far, the problem has been approached

only in the theory of isotropic turbulence, where it has not
advanced much beyond the similarity conside,'ations of
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Kolmogoroff, and very little is known about the form of the

spectral transfer function.
Interactions between discrete bands, for example, at

slightly different frequencies, can be studied by the use of
two or more cylinders arranged to "interfere" with each
other (some such studies have been made by Spivack (ref.

21) but not from this viewpoint)i or possibly by using one
cylinder having diameter changes along its span.

(c) Townsend has recently used the concepts of intermit-

tently turbulent flow and local isotropy in his investigations
of the turbulent wake and has obtained a new description of

its structure (ref. _7). His studies were made at downstream
distances of 80 diameters or more, so that the wake was fully

turbulent. Probably the structure he describes is essentially
the same up to the beginning of the fully developed wake
(about 50 diameters), but then there is the question of how

it is related to the earlier developments. The most obvious
"early developments" are the turbulent transition in the

free vortex layers and the periodic shedding. (Although the
shedding frequency is no longer distinguished far down-

stream, it is prominent in the early spectral developments
and thus has an influence on the downstream wake.)

Such studies will involve considerably more detailed

investigations of the wake structure than were made here,
possibly along the lines of Townsend's experiments and the

classical measurements of energy balance across the wake.
The other two components of the energy _ and _ will be
needed.

(d) The nature of the circulating flow behind the cylinder
and the formation of free vortices, that is, the shedding
mechanism, should receive further attention.

(e) The spanwise periodic structure of the vortex street
should be investigated, beyond the very cursory observations

made here. -In particular, a study of the stability of single
vortex filaments seems important.

(f) Measurements of the fluctuating forces on the <,ylinder,
due to the shedding, would be interesting and siiould have
immediate practical applications. There seems to be very

little information about the magnitude of these forces. It

might be obtained either by direct measurement of forces
(on a segment) or pressures (with pressure pickups) or

inferred from measurements of the velocity fluctuations close
to the cylinder. In addition to the magnitude of the force

or pressure fluctuations, their spanwise correlation is of
prime importance.

CONCLUSIONS

An experimental investigation of the wake developed
behind circular cylinders at ReyTmlds numbers from 40 to
10,000 indicated the following conclusions:

1. Periodic wake phenomena behind bluff cylinders may

be classified into two distinct Reynolds number ranges

(joined by a transition range). For a circular cylinder these
are :

Stable range 40,_R,_ 150

Transition range 150,_R_300
Irregular range 300_R_ 10,000+

In the stable range the classical, stable K_trm_in streets are
formed; in the irregular range the periodic shedding is

accompanied by irregular, or turbulent, velocity fluctuations.
2. The irregular velocity fluctuation is initiated by a

laminar-turbulent transition in the free vortex layers which

spring from the separation points on the cylinder. The
first turbulent bursts occur in the transition range defined
above.

3. In the stable range the free vortices, which move
downstream, decay by viscous diffusion, and no turbulent
motion is developed. In the irregular range the free vortices

contain turbulent fluid and diffuse faster; the wake becomes

fully turbulent in 40 to 50 diameters.
4. A velocity meter based on the relation between velocity

and shedding frequency is practical.

5. In the stable range a spanwise periodic structure of the
vortex street has been observed.

6. An annular vortex-street structure has been observed

behind rings having a diameter ratio as low as 10.

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY,

PASADSNA, CALi_'., May 29, I952.

APPENDIX A

EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF SPECTRUM

These notes supplement the brief descriptions in the

sections "Frequency Analyzer" and "Measurements of
Spcc trum.' '

ANALYZER RESPONSE

Consider tile responsc of a spectnJm analyzer, such as

that useil in the prescn_ experiments, to a mixed perio(iic-
ran(lom input, and in particular consider the probh,m of

infen'ing the input from the output,
Tliu inpll t, all (,n(,lugy or flower, has it ralldoln ,tud a p(,riod ic

('oillt)oni,nt:

U2 _ Up2-_-- UL 2

The corrcspouding spectra are defined by

u_=u'_ fo ®F(n)dn

u/=u/ F,(n)dn
./(i

u,_= u(" ['_ Fgn)dn

(A1)

(A2)
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Fl (n) = _(n-- hi) (A3)

and 5(n) is the Dirac delta function.
The response characteristic of the analyzer may be ob-

talned by considering the effect of a periodic input. When

.-.he analyzer setting nA coincides with the input frequency n_
the output is a maximum, and when the setting is moved

away from n_ the output falls off. The response character-
istic is

Output at setting nA __R(_tA__Th) (A4)
R(nl--n'O----Output at setting nA=n_

The output spectrum G(nA) of the analyzer is related to the
input spectrum F(n) by (cf. ref. 15)

G(nA)---- fo ® F(n)R(n-nA)dn

¢$r''-_ ® U I"-_'_

(A5)

D m

25r 2

Since R(n--nA) is sharp, that is, almost a delta function (see
the section "Half Band Width"), F,(n) may be considered

to be constant over the significant interval of integration in

equation (A5). Then

G(n.,)=u-_Z F,(nA) Q+ U-__*"R (m--nA) (A6)

where

_ Q_--.fo®R(n--na)dn= fo'*R(n--nA)dnA (A7)

is the area under tbe response characteristic.

Equation (A6) gives _he output for a mixed periodic-
random input. It is required to find the separate terms
which make up this sum. The procedure is outlined in the

section "Separation of Discrete Energy" below.

HALF SAND WIDTH

The resolution of the analyzer is determined by its half
band width _. This is defined as the number of "cycles off

resonance" at which the output falls off to 0.01 percent; that

is
R(n_--_) =0.0001 (A8)

For an ideal analyzer the response characteristic would be a

delt_ function, but even with half band widths from 30 to
145 (which is the range of the analyzer used here) the char-

acteristic is quite sharp, relative to the frequency intervals
of interest. The values 30 to 145 seem quite high, but they

are a little misleading because of the high attenuation used
to define _. For example, if the response-characteristic half

band width o_ is 30 cycles per second, it has a total width of

only 6 cycles per second at 50-percent attenuation.

SEPARATION OF DISCRETE ENERGY

To separate the discrete energy u__ from the continuous

spectrum the following procedure is used.

Sketch 3.

At n_+_ and n_--_ (see sketch) the contribution from _u__

is only 0.01 percent, so the measured points there are assumed
to lie on the continuous spectrum. It is assumed at first that
the continuous spectrum between these points may be deter-

mined b__y interpolation, and its value at n_ is calculated
Then u__ is determined by difference and the last term in

equation (AT) is calculated, since the form R(n) is known.
The first term in equation (A6) then gives the values of
G(n,t) in the vicinity of n_; these should check the measured
values.

If, however, the continuous spectrum within the hand
width has a bump, then the above calculation is not self-
consistent, and the true values can be determined by
successive estimates of ut _.

In principle the method is satisfactory, but in practice the

accuracy is low because in the regions of interest, that is,
near peak frequencies, it depends on the differences of

relatively large quantities. One of these, R(n), is known
precisely, but the precision is difficult to realize since the
settings on the analyzer cannot be read accurately enough.

For the spectral investigations discussed in the section
"Downstream Development" the tei'hnique will be improved,

by monitoring the analyzer with a counter.

APPENDIX B

NOTES ON VORTEX-STREET GEOMETRY AND SHEDDING FREQUENCY

The regularity of the vortex shedding and its sensitivity
to velocity changes have undoubtedly intrigued everyone
who has investigated the flow past blpff bodies. However,

as K_rmfin pointed out in his first papers on the vortex street,

the probh, m is inherently difficult, involving as it does the
separation of the boundary layer from the ('ylimlcr, aml

there is yet no adequate theoretical treatment of t,hc me('h-
anism.
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The following notes may be useful as a summary of the
! interesting features of the problem. They are based largely

on the literature but include some results obtained during

the present experiments. Chapter XIII of reference 19 has
a very useful review and list of references.

fDEALIZEDK_RMIN STREET

K_rm_iu's theory treats a double row of potential
vortices, infinite in both directions. The distance between

the rows h and the spacing of the vortices in each row 1 are
constants. The vortices have strength (circulation) ]? which,

: :-_ with the geometry, determines the velocity V of the street
":::: relative to the fluid. The theory shows that the configura-

i:(ii

:Hi:i

¢.: ,

-? .:!

¸.¸.4

tion is stable when the rows are staggered by a half wave

length and the spacing ratio is

=0.281 (D1)

The circulation and velocity relative to the fluid are then
related by

=2.83 (B2)

Two of the parameters (h,l,F, and V) must be determined
from some other considerations. In the real vortex street.

they must be relatedto the conditionsat the cylinder.

REAL VORTEX STREET

The real vortex street, even in the stable range, differs

from the idealized one in the following points:
(1) The street is not infinite. It starts shortly down-

stream of the cylinder and eventually loses its identity far
downstream. However, the classical vortex-street patterns

extending for 10 or more wave lengths should be a good
approximation.

(2) The vortex spacing is not constant. In particular,

the lateral spacing h increases downstream.
(3) The real vortices must have cores of "finite radius.

These grow downstream, so that the vortices diffuse into
each other and decrease their circulation. For the same

reason the velocity V is expected to differ considerably
from the theoretical value, since it is strongly dependent

on the configuration.
Related to these considerations is the way in which the

vortices are first formed. At Reynolds numbers below the

shedding range a symmetrical pair of eddies is formed at
the back of the cylinder. As the Reynolds number increases

these two eddies grow and become more and more elongated
in the flow direction, until the configuration is no longer
stable and become asymmetric. Once this occurs the

circulating fluid breaks away, alternately from each side
to form free vortices which flow (lownstream and arrange

themselves into the regular, stable vortex street.

• Possibly the bn'aking away _hould be regarded aq primary, resultln_ in IL_ymmctry.

In the irregular range the process is similar, except that
the fluid is turbulent (because of the transition in the free

vortex layers).

DOWNSTREAM VORTEX SPACING

In the flow past a stationary cylinder the frequency with
which vortices of one row pass any point is given by

nz=U°lV (B3)

This must be the same as the shedding frequency

nt = SUo/d (B4)

Two useful expressions result:

l 1 (1______7o) (]35)_=_

°

7

:!

or

V Sl
-- 1 ---- (B6)

Uo d

l 1
In a real vortex street, V-->0 far downstream and then _-_.

Or, if Sl/d is known from measurements, then V/5_ may be

computed.
An example of measured values of lid is shown in figure 21.

These were taken from the streamline plot obtained by

Kovasznay (ref. 11) at R=53 (for which S----0.128). There
is a little scatter, but lid does approach the constant value

_/S=7.s.
The scatter, while relatively unimportant in the case of

l/d, gives very low accuracy for values of V/U, calculated
from equation (B6). These have also been plotted in figure
21. It is surprising that some of the values, near the

cylinder, are negative (corresponding to values of lid higher
than 1/S); it is believed that this results from the combined

difficulty of estimating the vortex centers, especially near the
cylinder, and the sensitivity of equation (B6). (However,
it must be noted that negative values of V are not impossible.

Negative V simply means that the vortex velocity is directed
upstream relative to the fluid, while it is still downstream
relatic'e to the cylinder. Such a possibility exists at low
values of x/d, where the mean velocity at the edges of the

wake is considerably higher than Uo.)
Another way to obtain V/U, is to assume that the vortex

centers move with the local mean velocity. Kovasznay's

p_per includes measurements of mean velocity profiles.
From his results the mean velocity along the line of vortex

centers U* has been determined and from it V=I--_'*
( ro U o

,has i)een calculated. The result is plotted in figure 21.

Near the cylinder it (Ioes not agree with the values obtained

by the previous method; it is believed that this is principally
due to the difficulties mentioned above and that the deter-

mination of V/Uo from 1--(U*/Uo) is more accurate.
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FIGURE 21.--Vortex-street geometry. Calculated from data ill
reference 11.

LATERAL SPACING

The lateral spacing, at least initially, must be determJned
by conditions near the cylinder. The way in which tl:is
spacing increases downstream is (liscussed, for the stable

rang(,, in the section "Spread of Vortex St|'eet."
In the irregular range, the dependence of the shedding

frequency on the distance between the ft'ee vortex layers,

noted by Fage and Johansen (see the section "Shedding
Frequen('y"), leads to an interesting estimate of the initial

lateral spacing of the free vortices. The maximum distance
d' between the frec vortex layers, instead of the cylinder
dimension d, may be t,sed to define a new Strouhal numb(,r

d'

S' = n x (-7_° (B7)

Fagc and Johanscn fomul that, whereas S varies (.onsiderably
with cylinder shape, S' is practically constant for a variety

of hlulr (.ylimh,l_. Now the initial lateral spacing h' of lhe
fro4, vorli(.cs will he rol,ghly the same as d', possil)ly a lltlh,
smalh,r:

/_'=(I-_) '/'. -f (n8)

Then, comparing with equations (B6) and (B7),

h' 1--e
5' (B9)

l 1--(1/if.re)

From the measurements of Fage and Johansen, S'_0.28.

The factor 1--(V/Uo)_'1" Thus equation (B9) gives h'/l=

0.28; that is, the spacing ratio agrees with Kttrmttn's value,
at least close to the cylinder.

SHEDDING FREQUENCY

There is yet no adequate theory of the periodic vortex
shedding, and it is not clear what is the principal mechanism
which determines the frequency.

The downstream spacing ratio is related to the shedding
frequency by equation (B3) and to the lateral spacing by a

stability criterion (e. g., Ktirmtin's value of 0.28 for the
idealized street). It might be considered that the shedding

frequency is determined by the spacing requirement, or.
conversely, that the shedding is primary and determines

the downstream spacing. The latter viewpoint seems the
more plausible one; that is, the shedding frequency is estal)o

lished by a mechanism which depends on features other than
the vortex spacing. It is necessary to obtain a better under-
standing of the flow field near the cylinder. One of the

elements involves the problem of separation, particularly
the nonstationary problem. Another that requires more

study is the flow field directly behind the cylinder.
With a better knowledge of these, and possibly otiwr.

features it may be possible to set up a model of the shedding
mechanism. In the meantime it is not clear whether the

vortex spacing requirement is decisive in determining "the

frequency.

DESTABILIZATION _ OF SHEDDING

The following experiment ilh|strates the dependence of

the periodic shed(ling on conmmmcatlon" l)ctwecu the fl'oe
vortex layers, that is. on the flow fiehl directly hehin(I the

cylinder. A thin fiat plat(, was mot|nte(I hehi||d the cyl-
inder in the cei|ter plane of the wake (fig. '2'2). It was

completely effective in stopping the periodic shedding.
Spectrum measurements in the flow on one side of the plate
arc shown in fig(ire 22. At R=7,500 no signiflcqnt fre-

quencies could be separated out froul the contim,ous back-

grot|n(t. At R=3,200 there were several predomimu|t frc-
qu(,m.ies (all higher than tit(, shedding fre(ll|ency for the
cylinder), but, by the time the flow reacht,d the cm[ of the

ph._tc, 5 diameters downstream, it was oomph,(ely turb||lent.
(The shedding frequency nx for tit(' eylind(,r is nmrk(,d ill

tit(, figu,'es.)
Th(, important effect, on the shedding, of tit(, flow fichl

directly hehind the cylin(h,r is apparent. Prol)al)lv an cvcn

shorter length of plate would I)e effectivein dcstal)lizing

tit(' p(,riodic slwdding, and there may he a most ofl'e('tive

• ThP s I)ilil> ('l_l|:.J(h'l'O([ ill tlli:_ _o(*lion is IIO{ v.'JT|I ,'t_Sl_'('! tO l:llllill:H'-tllr_'lHhqH Ir:lll:.i-

IX(m: it {',lllC',.rns Ih¢ s _.lli i y .f lho pt,riodic shedding (('L tilt, sccth)tl"Sl:_hilh>").
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FIGURE 22.--Effect of downstream plate on wake frequencies.

position for such an interference element. Kovasznay
remarks that the hot-wire probe used in investigating the
vortex street must be inserted from the side, for if it lies in

the plane of the street it has a strong destablizing influence.

A more complete study of the destabilization of shedding
by such interference devices may be quite useful from a

practical viewpoint. Structural vibrations and failures are
often attributed to the periodic forces set up on members
exposed to wind or other flow (smokestacks, pipe lines, struc-
tural columns, to mention a few). In many cases it might

be possible to destabilize the vortex shedding by addition

of simple interference elements or by incorporating them in
the original designs. In the case where one member is

buffeted by the wake of another the same principle might
be applied.

SPREAD OF VORTEX STREET

It has been observed by most investigators that the spac-
::_)_-' ing ratio h/1 is K_irm_in's value (0.28) close to the cylinder
: ' but increases rapidly downstream. The increase of h/l is

/

]i
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mainly due to the increase of h, since l changes very little

(fig. 21). In the stable range this is the result of viscous
diffusion of the real vortices.

Hooker (ref. 28) has made an interesting analysis. First,
a real vortex has a core of finite radius; its center is the point
of zero velocity and maximum vorticity. Hooker shows

that in a vortex street, where the velocity field of the other
vortices must be taken into account, the points of zero

velocity and maximum vorticity do not coincide. The

point of maximum vorticity is unchanged, but the point of
zero velocity is farther away from the center of the street.
As the vortex decays, the point of zero velocity moves

farther out, its distance from the center of the street increas-
ing almost linearly with time. Thus the spacing based on

vorticity centers remains constant, while the spacing based
on velocity centers increases linearly. Hooker's calcula-
tion of the linear spread checks fairly well with some pic-

tures taken by Richards (ref. 29) in the wake of an elliptical
cylinder having a fineness ratio of 6:1 and the major diameter

parallel to the free-stream velocity.

i'i:

However, the spread of the wake is not always observed

to be linear. Among the different investigators there is a
large variation of results, apparently dependent on the

experimental arrangement. In Richards' experiment the
cylinder was towed in a water tank and the vortex patterns
were observed on the free surface.

In Kovasznay's experiment the cylinder was mounted in
a wind tunnel, the arrangement being similar to the one
used here (see the section "Experimental Data"). On

his plot of the streamlines at R----53 the downstream spread
of the vortex street is parabolic rather than linear. It is

possible to fit his results by a somewhat different applica-
tion of Hooker's idea, using decaying vortex filaments.

Each vortex in the street is considered to behave like a

single vortex filament carried along by the fluid, its decay
or diffusion being the same as if it were at rest. The decay

of such a vortex is described by a heat equation, whose

solution is (ref. 30, p. 592):

r (t--e-'=�'") (B10)

where _/is the tangential velocity at the distance r from the
center and at the time t. The circulation is I'. This is

essentially a vortex with a "solid" core and potential outer
flow joined by a transition region in which the velocity has a
maximum value. This maximum velocity is

q*---- 0.72 (r/2 7r*) (B 11)

and occurs at the radial distance

r*---- 2.24(vt) '1' (B12)

Here r* is defined as the vortex radius.
Thus the radius increases as 0 n and the maximmn velocity

decreases as t -_12. In the vortex street, the time t is replaced

by the downstream distance x. Since the vortices move
with the velocity U* rather than Uo, the dimensionless time

Uo • •

0----_--__ _s appropriate, where U* also varies downstream

(see the section "Downstream Vortex Spacing").

When a pattern of such vortices is superimposed on a uni-
form flow, it is possible to calculate the velocity fluctuation

at a point due to the pattern passing over it.
Now the following hypothesis is added. It is assumed

that the vortex radius r* is equal to the width h of the street.
Then the width of the street increases as z_/=.

A second result follows. The maximum velocity fluctua-

tion (observed by a hot-wire, say) will occur ou the line of
vortex centers and will have t_e amplitude

.1
u =_ q* _13)

that is, the hot-wire encounters instantaneous velocities
varying from U* (because of vortex centers passing over it)

to U*_* because of the fields of vortices on the other side
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of the street). Relations (Bll) and (B12)then give the

downstream behavior of the maximum fluctuation amplitude.

The results may be summarized as follows:

(a) Wake width h_-O In

(b) The maximum amplitude of fluctuation u* occurs on

the line of vortex centers (so there are two maximum points

across the wake).

(c) u*_,O -In.
(d) u*----0.36 (r/2Th).

A comparison of the above predictions was made with

calculations based on Kovasznay's measurements which in-

clude profiles of velocity fluctuation amplitude (cf. fig. 11)

as well as the streamline plot. The following comparisons

were obtained, item by item:

(a') The time variation of h/d, determined from the vortex

centers on the streamline plot is shown in figure 21. The

parabola h/d=0.59(O--6) 'n is shown for comparison.

(b') The line of maximum velocity fluctuation lies slightly

inside the line of vortex centers and is fitted by h*/d----0.53

(0--6) In.

(e') The time variation of _* is also plotted in figure 21.

(ActuaLly Kovasznay's maximum root-mean-square values

u', are plotted, but these should differ from u* only by a

constant factor.) The curve u',_/Uo=O.26(e--6) -in is shown

for comparison. The points could be fitted better, but the

curve was chosen again to have the origin 8----6.

(d') A comparison with (d) may be made by estimating

the strength F of the vortices. Such a consideration, in fact,

led to the present model, for it was found that the magnitude

of the observed velocity fluctuations could be accounted for

only by assuming that the radius of the vortex core is about

equal to the width of the street. This observation had

already been made by Fage and Johanseu (ref. 8), for

R_2X104. If the free vortex layer is represented by a

velocity discontinuity U----Uo to U----0, then the circulation
is Uo per unit length and "the circulation" flows with the

velocity Uo/2. On the other hand, the rate at which circu-
lation enters one side of the street is ntF, where F is the cir-

culation per vortex2 Therefore

r _ro_ _______

2nt 2S

For Kovasznay's example, S_-0.13, so r_-4U_. Then,

comparing with (d), the maxhnum fluctuation in the initial

part of the wake is

u* d__0. 2_-0.2

assuming h._d at this low Reynolds number. The largest

value of u'm/Uo in Kovasznay's example is 0.14 at z/d=7,

corresponding to u*/Uo .-_0.2." The order of magnitude of this

estimate is quite sensitive to the size of the core relative to

t The velocity at the outer edge of the layer is actually about 1.50",, but experiments

indicate that only about half the vorticlty of theshcarlayergoes into individual vortic_.

Therefore, the value U,d/2S Is a fair estimate.

the width of the street; if the core is assumed to be much

smaller, the calculated velocity fluctuations are much larger

than those observed. Also, if the cores were very small

compared with the width of the wake, four peaks instead of

two would be observed in the profile of th_ velocity fluctua-

tion amplitude.
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